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In Romania, three main NGOs act in promoting peaceful use of nuclear energy.

The organization with the longest road is the Romanian Association for Nuclear Energy
(AREN), created by individual persons acting in nuclear field in 1990. In 2001, a num-
ber of Romanian and foreign legal entities having core competence or unfolding nuclear
energy related industrial and research activities created the Romanian Industrial Forum
(Romatom).

Both AREN and Romatom are active parts of European nuclear world: AREN is European
Nuclear Society member and Romatom is Foratom member.

The 3rd NGO is Women in Nuclear Romania (WiNRo) which registered in 2011. How-
ever, the women acting in nuclear field have become earlier active independent voices
particularly in public communication on nuclear field matters. The debut was in 1993
when the women group acting in AREN became members of WiN Global, the organization
that they trust would become a real opportunity to share their professional competences
and improve their communication knowledge and skills in the light of the mission they
decided to embrace, namely, that of clear, transparent and trustful communication with
stakeholders, particularly the general public on peaceful use of nuclear energy. Today, WiN
Ro is also part of WiN Europe where common European desiderates aim to establish and
achieve.

Today, Romanian NGOs act to continue the trustful relations they have built with a large
portfolio of stakeholders adapting their endeavors for answering to various stakeholders
needs for transparency and effective communication on nuclear matters at national level.

At international level, the Romanian NGOs aim to register benefic experience for their
organizational works and opportunities for promotion of the national good approaches,
from relations with stakeholders acting in the international arena of nuclear world.

Relevant aspects on how the Romanian NGOs have approached relations with stakeholders
will be presented.
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